TO SET SABBATH

1. For double ovens touch UPPER/LOWER to select desired oven.
2. Touch OVEN LIGHT to set lights on or off as desired in Sabbath.
3. Touch BAKE or ROAST (Oven is preset at 350°F (175°C)).
4. Use number pad to change temperature, then touch ENTER.
5. Repeat STEPS 1-4 for the second oven cavity if you have a double oven.
6. Touch and hold ENTER for 5 seconds to set oven(s) in SABBATH. “SABBATH” will appear on the control panel display indicating Sabbath mode has been initiated.
7. To turn oven off, touch OVEN OFF.

TO SET TIMED COOK IN SABBATH

1. Repeat TO SET SABBATH steps 1-4.
2. Touch TIMED COOK.
3. Use number pads to set cook time in hours and minutes.
4. Pause until unit flashes for stop time.
5. Use number pads to set stop time in hours and minutes.
6. Touch ENTER once.
7. Repeat STEPS 1-4 to set second oven to TIMED COOK.
8. Touch and hold ENTER for 5 seconds to set oven(s) in SABBATH. “SABBATH” will appear on the control panel display indicating Sabbath mode has been initiated.
9. Oven will stay on for the duration of time indicated and oven will turn off automatically.

TO CHANGE TEMPERATURE IN SABBATH

1. Enter a temperature using number pads.
2. Touch ENTER.
3. The oven will randomly rise or lower to new desired oven temperature.
SETTING CONTROLS

1. Touch OFF/ON to select desired oven.
2. Turn lights on or off as desired in Sabbath.
3. Touch BAKE or ROAST (Oven is preset at 350°F (175°C)).
4. Use number pad to change temperature, then touch ENTER.
5. Repeat STEPS 1-4 for the second oven cavity if you have a double oven.
6. Touch and hold ENTER for 5 seconds to set oven(s) in SABBATH. “SABBATH” will appear on the control panel display indicating Sabbath mode has been initiated.
7. Touch oven OFF to end this feature. Oven remains on until this feature is canceled.

TO SET TIMED COOK IN SABBATH

1. Repeat TO SET SABBATH steps 1-4.
2. Touch COOK TIME. Use number pads to set cook time in hours and minutes.
3. Touch STOP TIME. Use the number pads to set the time of day the oven will shut off.
4. Repeat STEPS 1-4 for the second oven cavity if you have a double oven model.
5. Touch and hold ENTER for 5 seconds to set oven(s) in SABBATH. “SABBATH” will appear on the control panel display indicating Sabbath mode has been initiated.
6. Oven will stay on for the duration of time indicated and oven will turn off automatically.

TO CHANGE TEMPERATURE IN SABBATH

1. Touch TEMPERATURE.
2. Touch the number pads for desired oven temperature.
3. Touch ENTER. The oven will randomly raise or lower to new desired oven temperature.
TO SET SABBATH

1. Touch oven display panel.
2. Touch upper and lower oven lights on or off, as desired in Sabbath.
3. Touch SETTINGS, scroll to SABBATH MODE.
4. Touch SABBATH.
5. Scroll to ON.
6. Touch ON.
7. Touch SET.
8. Touch X (upper right corner).
9. With desired oven: Touch QUICK START.
10. Tap desired cooking mode (Roast*, Bake, Proof or Warm).
11. Scroll to desired oven temperature.
12. Touch START.
13. Repeat STEPS 1-12 to set second oven to TIMED COOK.
14. Touch and hold STAR icon for 5 seconds to set oven(s) in SABBATH.
15. To turn oven off, touch OFF.

TO CHANGE TEMPERATURE IN SABBATH BAKE OR SABBATH ROAST

1. Touch "+" once to raise temperature by 25°F (10°C).
2. Touch "+" once to lower temperature by 25°F (10°C).
3. The oven will randomly raise or lower to new desired oven temperature.

TO CHANGE TEMPERATURE IN SABBATH WARM OR SABBATH PROOF

1. Touch "+" once to raise temperature by 5°F (1°C).
2. Touch "+" once to lower temperature by 5°F (1°C).
3. The oven will randomly raise or lower to new desired oven temperature.

*When choosing ROAST mode, a box will appear asking about the use of the PROBE. Touch CANCEL to remove the box. If you do not want to see this message in the future, touch lower corner box to indicate DO NOT SHOW ME THIS AGAIN, then touch CANCEL.
**TO SET SABBATH**

1. Touch oven display panel.
2. Touch upper and lower oven lights on or off, as desired in Sabbath.
3. Touch SETTINGS, scroll to SABBATH MODE.
4. Touch SABBATH.
5. Scroll to ON.
6. Touch ON.
7. Touch SET.
8. Touch X (upper right corner).
9. Turn mode knob to desired cooking mode (Roast*, Bake, Proof or Warm).
10. Turn temperature knob to desired temperature.
11. Touch START.
12. Repeat STEPS 1-12 to set second oven to TIMED COOK.
13. Touch and hold STAR icon for 5 seconds to set oven(s) in SABBATH.
14. To turn oven off, touch OFF.

**TO SET TIMED COOK IN SABBATH**

1. Do steps 1 to 11 above.
2. Touch TIMED COOK for upper or lower oven.
3. Use scroll wheels to set time in hours and minutes.
4. Touch SET.
5. To set STOP TIME, use scroll wheels to set time in hours and minutes.

6. Touch SET to confirm stop time.
7. Repeat with other oven, if desired.
8. Touch star in upper right corner to start Sabbath.
9. To turn oven off, touch OFF.

**TO CHANGE TEMPERATURE IN SABBATH BAKE OR SABBATH ROAST**

1. Turn temperature knob right and return to center to raise temperature by 25°F (10°C).
2. Turn temperature knob left and return to center to lower temperature by 25°F (10°C).
3. The oven will randomly raise or lower to new desired oven temperature.

**TO CHANGE TEMPERATURE IN SABBATH WARM OR SABBATH PROOF**

1. Turn temperature knob right and return to center to raise temperature by 5°F (1°C).
2. Turn temperature knob left and return to center to lower temperature by 5°F (1°C).
3. The oven will randomly raise or lower to new desired oven temperature.

*When choosing ROAST mode, a box will appear asking about the use of the PROBE. Touch CANCEL to remove the box. If you do not want to see this message in the future, touch lower corner box to indicate DO NOT SHOW ME THIS AGAIN, then touch CANCEL.
TO SET SABBATH

1. Push OK.
2. Turn knob to User Setting.
3. Push OK.
4. Turn knob to ILLUMINATION.
5. Turn knob to “via button only” to indicate the light will only come on when the LIGHT button is pushed.
6. Push OK.
7. Turn knob to ACOUSTIC SIGNAL.
8. Push OK.
9. Turn knob to OFF.
10. Push OK.
11. Touch MODE button 4 times to Convection mode.
12. Turn knob to set desired temperature (must be under 210°F (99°C)).
13. Push OK to start oven.
14. Oven should turn on and stay on and oven light should stay off until light button is pushed.
15. Touch OFF on right side to turn off oven.

TO SET TIMED COOK IN SABBATH

1. Push OK.
2. Turn knob to User Setting.
3. Push OK.
4. Turn knob to ILLUMINATION.
5. Turn knob to “via button only” to indicate the light will only come on when the LIGHT button is pushed.
6. Push OK.
7. Turn knob to ACOUSTIC SIGNAL.
8. Push OK.
9. Turn knob to OFF.
10. Push OK.
11. Touch MODE button 4 times to Convection mode.
12. Turn knob to set desired temperature (must be under 210°F (99°C)).
13. Push OK to start oven.
14. Touch TIME button.
15. Turn knob to set the desired duration time.
16. Push OK.
17. Oven will stay on for the duration of time indicated and oven will turn off automatically.

These appliances are certified by Star-K to meet strict religious regulations in conjunction with specific instructions found on www.star-k.org.
(OVEN) SETTING OVEN CONTROLS

1. Touch lights on or off as desired in Sabbath.
2. Rotate selector bezel to BAKE or ROAST and turn knob to select desired temperature.
3. Touch and hold ENTER for 5 seconds. “SAb” will appear and flash on oven control knob indicating Sabbath mode has been initiated.
4. Turn selector bezel to OFF to turn oven off.

TO SET OVEN TIMED COOK IN SABBATH

1. Repeat steps 1-2.
2. Touch COOK TIME. Use arrows to select desired time in hours and minutes.
3. Touch and hold ENTER for 5 seconds. “SAb” will appear and flash on oven control knob indicating Sabbath mode has been initiated.

TO CHANGE OVEN TEMPERATURE IN SABBATH

1. Turn knob completely right and release to raise temperature by 10°F/C.
2. Turn knob completely left and release to lower temperature by 10°F/C when the light is off.
3. The oven will raise or lower to new desired oven temperature.
4. Oven will remain on until selector bezel is rotated to OFF.

(COOKTOP) SETTING COOKTOP CONTROLS

1. Turn knob to desired burners on as desired before Sabbath begins.
2. Turn burner knobs OFF when Sabbath is over.

TO SET COOKTOP TIMED COOK IN SABBATH

1. There is no timed cook in Sabbath for the cooktop.

TO CHANGE COOKTOP TEMPERATURE IN SABBATH

1. Turn the knob to the desired temperature before Sabbath begins.
2. Turn the knob as desired during Sabbath as the lights around the knobs will not change.
3. Turn burner knobs OFF when Sabbath is over.
SETTING OVEN CONTROLS

1. Touch lights on or off as desired before Sabbath.
2. Rotate temperature bezel to desired temperature.
3. Unit will automatically preheat to set oven temperature.

TO SET OVEN TIMED COOK IN SABBATH

There is no timed cook in Sabbath with this unit.

TO CHANGE OVEN TEMPERATURE IN SABBATH

1. Set the temperature before Sabbath begins.
2. The light above the oven temperature knob will be on when the oven is increasing heat.
3. When the light is on, twist the knob right to raise the oven temperature.
4. When the light is off, twist the knob left to lower the oven temperature.
5. The oven will raise or lower to new desired oven temperature.
6. Oven will remain on until selector knob is rotated to OFF.
SETTING CONTROLS

1. While unit is off and unlocked, touch and hold ALL OFF for five seconds.

2. Adjust Volume:
   a. One dot will be displayed on the rear element control and ‘VO’ will appear on the timer display.
   b. Touch SIM (MLT) or HI on the front element control to adjust volume.

3. Adjust Tone:
   a. Touch + on the timer control. Two dots will be displayed on the rear element control and ‘Fr’ (for frequency) will appear on the timer display.
   b. Touch SIM (MLT) or HI on the front element control to adjust tone.

4. Adjust Automatic Control Panel Lock:
   a. Touch + on the timer control. Three dots will be displayed on the rear element control and ‘Lo’ will appear on the timer display.
   b. Touch SIM (MLT) or HI on the front element control to turn the automatic lock feature off or on respectively.

5. Set Sabbath:
   a. Touch + on the timer control to enter Sabbath mode (electric cooktop only). Four dots will be displayed on the rear element control.
   b. Touch HI on the front element control to initiate Sabbath feature. ‘SA’ will appear on the timer display.
   c. Touch SIM (MLT) on the front element control to activate or deactivate the feature.

6. Touch ALL OFF at any time while in extended options to confirm settings and return cooktop to idle.

7. To set heating elements before Sabbath:
   a. Touch ON to the coordinating desired heating element.
   b. Then slide or touch the desired temperature.

TO SET TIMED COOK IN SABBATH

1. There is no timed cook in Sabbath with this unit.

TO CHANGE TEMPERATURE IN SABBATH

1. Touch ON to the coordinating desired heating element. Then slide or touch the desired temperature.

2. Allow the unit time to heat. Red elements will show location that is heating.

3. Touch OFF when Sabbath is over.

TO REMOVE SABBATH:

1. Touch and hold ALL OFF for 5 seconds.

2. Reset Volume, Tone, and Control Panel Lock as above.

3. Touch SIM (MLT) on the front element control to deactivate Sabbath. Unit will beep. SAB will disappear. Unit will operate as normal.

These appliances are certified by Star-K to meet strict religious regulations in conjunction with specific instructions found on www.star-k.org
SETTING CONTROLS

1. Turn knob to desired burners on as desired before Sabbath begins.
2. Turn burner knobs OFF when Sabbath is over.

TO SET TIMED COOK IN SABBATH

1. There is no timed cook in Sabbath with this unit.

TO CHANGE TEMPERATURE IN SABBATH

1. Turn the knob to the desired temperature before Sabbath begins.
2. Turn the knob as desired during Sabbath as the lights around the knobs will not change.
3. Turn burner knobs OFF when Sabbath is over.
SETTING CONTROLS

1. Fill the steamer basin with 16 cups water so water will reach the bottom of the insert pan and up the sides slightly.
2. Prepare food and place in the solid insert. Food may be heated first to 140°F (60°C) or left at room temperature.
3. Place the solid insert pan in the water in the steamer basin.
4. Cover with the glass lid.
5. Touch the unit on.
6. Set temperature at 190°F (90°C).
7. The steamer will remain on until the steamer basin runs dry or the unit is touched off.

TO SET TIMED COOK IN SABBATH

1. There is no timed cook in Sabbath with this unit.

TO CHANGE TEMPERATURE IN SABBATH

1. The set temperature cannot be changed without lights adjusting.
**SETTING CONTROLS**

1. Touch and hold POWER ON/OFF until ‘Sab’ appears on the control panel display.
2. Touch one of the PRESETS to select the preset temperature or touch TEMP UP or DOWN arrows to select the desired temperature.
3. To turn off, touch POWER ON/OFF.

**TO SET TIMED COOK IN SABBATH**

1. There is no timed cook in Sabbath with this unit.

**TO CHANGE TEMPERATURE IN SABBATH**

1. Since the unit must be opened and touched off to change temperatures, the temperature cannot be changed in Sabbath or holidays.